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T1V to Host T1V Community Event at InfoComm 2023

Join the T1V Community for customer presentations, conversations, and casual networking on
Thursday, June 15 at Booth 2951 from 1 - 4pm. The InfoComm 2023 show will take place June
14-16, 2023 at the Orange County Convention Center in Orlando, Florida.

The T1V Community Event is an opportunity for AV professionals and the T1V Community to come
together, enjoy innovative presentations, and learn more about T1V’s visual collaboration solutions. The
BaldAVGuys will kick off the event from 1 - 2pm with a live podcast titled “TechPods Unleashed: Engaging
Conversations and Game Show Fun.”

Directly following the podcast, a curated lineup of T1V customers will share their stories on how ThinkHub
and T1V Story visual collaboration technology has transformed their workspaces and industries. The
schedule and speakers are as follows:

● 2pm | George Chacko, Director of Educational Media at Pace University, and Rich Miller, Director
of IT at Pace University (Dyson)

● 2:40pm | Scott Wingard, Sales Engineer at KARL STORZ
● 3pm | Michael Robinson, IT Director at Okuma, and Jamie Pigeon, Sr. Account Executive
● 3:20pm | Michael Stewart, Managing Partner at CMTA

Those who RSVP in advance of the event will receive a T1V swag bag at the show. Drinks and light bites
will be provided.

T1V will showcase ThinkHub visual collaboration software along with its brand storytelling software, T1V
Story. The software solutions will be demonstrated on a variety of leading touch displays — including the
all-new Avocor L Series 105” 21:9 display and Planar’s 6x3 TVF 0.9 LED interactive video wall.

T1V ThinkHub visual collaboration and T1V Story brand storytelling software will also be on display at AVI
Systems Booth 2151, Avocor Booth 3671; DISPLAX Booth 1222; the GPA Global Lounge at the Rosen
Hotel; Planar Booth 2243; and Sony Booth 1701. Whether outfitting a huddle space all the way up to an
innovation lab or experience center, ThinkHub drives collaboration anytime, anywhere.

To RSVP for the T1V Community Event or learn more about T1V’s presence at InfoComm 2023, visit
t1v.com/InfoComm23.
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About T1V

T1V is a visual collaboration software company. Our ThinkHub® platform provides a digital workspace for
distributed teams to come together for real-time, flexible collaboration across in-room, hybrid, and virtual
meeting environments.

In addition to its award-winning ThinkHub collaboration software, T1V offers ThinkHub Education for
active learning in higher education, and T1V Story for one-of-a-kind brand experiences.

T1V is a leading innovator in large-scale, interactive software technology, with 19 issued patents in visual
collaboration software. Our software ecosystem supports total interoperability with the many devices,
programs, and platforms of today’s hybrid meeting and learning spaces — enabling our customers to truly
collaborate anytime, anywhere.

To learn more, visit t1v.com.
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